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Check 
each 

choice

Fill up by 
your own

Find Signal 
Words/ 

Transitions 

Look for 
Clues

• Meaning
• Elimination
• Look for traps



Able to coax a palpable sense of menace from the bucolic backwaters of her
native Missouri, Micheaux adroitly shows us, in her latest book, that a surface
of idyllic charm can _________ a roiling underbelly of intrigue, corruption, and
murder. 

subsume

belie

counteract

preface

complement

• Coax – Get out
• Palpable – Weak but present
• Bucolic - Rural
• Menace - Something bad
• Adroitly - Expertly
• Idyllic - Key word : happy
• Roiling – Moving 
• Underbelly – Hidden within
• Compare with: Intrigue, Corruption, Murder
• The word will oppose



Able to coax a palpable sense of menace from the bucolic backwaters of her
native Missouri, Micheaux adroitly shows us, in her latest book, that a surface
of idyllic charm can _________ a roiling underbelly of intrigue, corruption, and
murder. 

subsume

belie

counteract

preface

complement

Ans: Belie 

• Subsume: Include
• Belie : Deceive
• Counteract: Neutralize
• Preface: Introduce
• Complement: Adds something 



The bias for _________ has crept into the current school of physics: superstring
theory provides such an all-encompassing—yet tidy—packaging of current
streams of thought—quantum physics and Einstein’s theory of relativity,
among them—that many scientists have been beguiled by the simplicity of the
theory into blithely discounting the paucity of data.

thoroughness

inconsistency

elegance

aesthetics

artifice

• Bias - Partiality
• Tidy - Neat
• Beguiled - Charmed
• Simplicity : Key word
• Blithely - Carelessly
• Paucity : Lack



The bias for _________ has crept into the current school of physics: superstring
theory provides such an all-encompassing—yet tidy—packaging of current
streams of thought—quantum physics and Einstein’s theory of relativity,
among them—that many scientists have been beguiled by the simplicity of the
theory into blithely discounting the paucity of data.

thoroughness

inconsistency

elegance

aesthetics

artifice

Ans: Elegance 

• Thoroughness: All included
• Inconsistency: Doesn’t match
• Elegance: Easy beauty
• Aesthetics: Artistic
• Artifice: Deceptive parts



In contrast to American social conventions regarding
neighborly relations, in which families or individuals residing in
close proximity often interact on a familiar basis, residential
_______ does not necessarily imply intimacy (or even amity)
among the English.

commodiousness

amiability

reciprocity

propinquity

cordiality

• In contrast to – Opposing signals
• Proximity – Distance
• Key phrase: “does not necessarily imply” 
• The blank signals the opposite for English
• Intimacy/Amity – Used in positive manner
• Will make same sense as “close proximity”



In contrast to American social conventions regarding
neighborly relations, in which families or individuals residing in
close proximity often interact on a familiar basis, residential
_______ does not necessarily imply intimacy (or even amity)
among the English.

commodiousness

amiability

reciprocity

propinquity

cordiality

Ans: Propinquity 

• Commodiousness: Extensive space
• Amiability: Pleasant manner
• Reciprocity: Relationship of give-and-take
• Propinquity: Closeness
• Cordiality: Friendly behavior 


